INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Distant communication between DNA regulatory regions and their targets *in cis* is involved in the regulation of gene expression (see ([@B1],[@B2]) for reviews). Activating DNA regions (enhancers) physically interact with their target promoters; these interactions are mediated by sequence-specific DNA-bound proteins and accompanied by the formation of chromatin loops (see ([@B3],[@B4]) for reviews). Enhancers can efficiently activate transcription *in cis* over a wide range of distances, from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of base pairs ([@B5]).

Chromatin structure must be flexible and dynamic to allow for regulatory interactions between enhancers and promoters; higher-order chromatin structures within activated chromatin domains most likely reduce to the level of chromatin fibers ([@B6],[@B7]). Although chromatin fibers are highly mobile structures ([@B8],[@B9]), the impact of this mobility on the efficiency of enhancer-promoter communication (EPC) *in cis* has not yet been extensively studied. Previously it was shown that a chromatin fiber is a rigid polymer and the presence of histone-free DNA is likely required for efficient formation of chromatin loops ([@B10],[@B11]). Thus, the flexibility of the chromatin regions localized between communicating enhancers and promoters and the presence of histone-free DNA regions are likely to be important factors that could dictate the overall efficiency of communication in chromatin. Indeed, enhancers are often associated with nearby nucleosome-depleted regions (NDRs). The appearance of NDRs near potentially active enhancers can activate them and contribute to cancer progression ([@B12]). Furthermore, irregular nucleosome positioning could lead to the formation of chromatin structures with dynamics different from chromatin fibers containing regularly positioned nucleosomes ([@B13]).

In addition to the presence of histone-free DNA, the overall structure and communication properties of chromatin fibers likely depend upon the length of internucleosomal linker DNA. The average nucleosome repeat length (NRL) varies across species, tissues, and cell-cycle states. Average NRL values range from ∼155--190 bp in transcriptionally active cells to ∼190--240 bp in mature, transcriptionally inactive states ([@B14]). The role of internucleosomal spacing in chromatin dynamics during regulation of gene expression has not been addressed experimentally ([@B11]).

In this work, we examine the role of chromatin structure/dynamics in the regulation of the rate of enhancer-promoter communication (EPC). Using a highly purified and efficient *in vitro* system that allows for quantitative analysis of the rate of distant communication in chromatin and complementary computer simulations of long, nucleosome-decorated DNA chains, we show that the presence of histone-free DNA regions has a considerable effect on the dynamics of the chromatin fiber.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Proteins and plasmids {#SEC2-1}
---------------------

Proteins and protein complexes were purified as described ([@B15]). Plasmids pSW12 (601~207×13~ template), pEN12 (601~172×13~ template), pSW616 (601~207×13-1CN~), and pSW08 (601~177×8~) were constructed with the approach given in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Plasmids pYP07 (601~177×4~), pYP08 (601~177×7~), pYP09 (601~177×10~) and pYP05 (601~177×13~) were described previously ([@B16]).

Chromatin assembly {#SEC2-2}
------------------

H1/H5-depleted chicken erythrocyte donor chromatin was prepared as described ([@B17]). *In vitro* reconstitution of chromatin on linearized DNA templates was conducted at different mass ratios of donor chromatin DNA to template DNA (1:1.25, 1:1, 1:0.75) using continuous dialysis from 1 M to 10 mM NaCl to achieve different levels of chromatin assembly ([@B17]).

Analysis of nucleosome positioning and occupancy of nucleosome positioning sites (NPS) {#SEC2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The expected positioning of nucleosomes within the array was verified using a different version of the restriction enzyme sensitivity assay followed by primer extension ([@B18]). Chromatin was assembled on *Xho*I-linearized plasmids and digested with an excess of restriction enzymes AluI or ScaI. Purified DNA was subjected to primer extension with *Taq* DNA polymerase using a radioactively end-labeled primer, which anneals immediately upstream of the promoter ([@B18]). Homogeneity of chromatin arrays was evaluated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose gel containing 0.5× TBE ([@B15],[@B19],[@B20]).

Transcription {#SEC2-4}
-------------

Conditions for *in vitro* transcription were optimized for maximal utilization of the chromatin templates. Transcription was conducted as described ([@B15]).

All templates were linearized, and single-round transcription assays were carried out in 40-μl aliquots in a transcription buffer (TB) containing 50 mM Tris--OAc (pH 8.0), 100 mM KOAc, 8 mM Mg(OAc)~2~, 27 mM NH~4~OAc, 0.7% PEG-8000 and 0.2 mM DTT at 1 nM DNA or chromatin concentrations and 10 nM core RNA polymerase, 300 nM σ^54^, 120 nM NtrC and 400 nM NtrB transcription factors. First, all components were mixed together in the TB buffer, in total volume of 40 μl; then the reaction mixture was incubated for 15 min at 37°C to form the closed initiation complex (RP~C~). Next, 5 μl of 40 mM ATP in 1× TB was added to the reaction to 4 mM final concentration, and the reaction was incubated at 37°C for 2 min to form the open initiation complex (RP~O~), which is competent to start transcription. Then a mixture of all four ribonucleotide-triphosphates (4 mM each) in 1× TB with 2.5 μCi of \[α-^32^P\]-GTP (3000 Ci/mmol) and 2 mg/ml heparin was added to the reaction to start transcription and to limit it to a single round. The reaction was continued at 37°C for 15 minutes before it was stopped by rapid addition of a phenol:chloroform mixture (1:1). Labeled RNA was purified and analyzed by denaturing PAGE. The gel was dried, exposed, and scanned as described above. The data were analyzed using the OptiQuant software.

Computational modeling {#SEC2-5}
----------------------

Numerical simulations of long-distance enhancer--promoter communication along nucleosome arrays of size and composition identical to the templates studied experimentally were carried out along the lines described recently ([@B16],[@B21]). Collections of chromatin structures were generated for nucleosome-decorated DNA chains bearing intact histone proteins at the specified locations. The saved configurations were recorded at regular intervals during the simulation, typically following ∼200 successful configurational moves of the protein-free DNA linkers and histone tail charges. The linker DNA was treated as a series of base pairs subject to bending and twisting deformations and the nucleosomes as rigid bodies with electrostatic and configurational features consistent with high-resolution structural data, including the wedge-like shape of the histone protein core ([@B22]), the acidic patches on the upper and lower faces of the protein-DNA assembly ([@B23]), the roll-and-slide features of local nucleosomal DNA distortion ([@B24]), and the conformational variability of the histone tails ([@B25],[@B26]). The changes in linker configuration were governed by a potential that ignores the sequence-dependent structural and deformational features of DNA. The chain was assumed to be a naturally straight, inextensible homopolymer capable of isotropic bending and independent fluctuations in twist of magnitudes consistent with the solution properties of mixed-sequence DNA ([@B27]).

The probabilities of communication were estimated from the distances between the centers of rigid NtrC and RNAP protein assemblies attached respectively to the enhancer and promoter binding sites on the DNA model. The predicted communication enhancement is the ratio of the contact probability determined for a nucleosome-bound DNA compared to that found for a nucleosome-free chain of the same length. The methodology takes detailed account of the electronic and spatial features of the regulatory proteins, the known shapes of the regulatory proteins, and the precise pathways of the associated DNA. The DNA linkers are subject to incremental, as opposed to random moves, and excluded volume, i.e. molecular overlap, is detected with software from a rigid-body simulator (OpenDE; [www.ode.org](http://www.ode.org)). Average and representative individual structures were generated from the average and specific values of the rigid-body parameters ([@B28],[@B29]) used to describe the orientations and displacement of successive base pairs along the simulated chains. See the [Supplementary Materials](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

The experimental approach for analysis of EPC on saturated nucleosomal arrays {#SEC3-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Arrays containing regularly spaced, precisely positioned nucleosomes capable of spontaneous formation of chromatin fibers were assembled using high-affinity histone-binding 601 DNA sequences that maintain precise nucleosome positioning *in vitro* and prevent nucleosome formation on the enhancer and promoter ([@B30]). DNA templates having different DNA spacers separating the 601 nucleosome-positioning sequences (NPS\'s, Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were subjected to restriction digestion, primer extension, and denaturing PAGE to analyze the level of chromatin assembly (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The NPS\'s spaced by 30-bp DNA linkers yield 601~177~ arrays with 177-bp nucleosome repeat lengths (NRL). The length of the linker DNA between the NPS\'s on the designed arrays was varied from 25 up to 60 bp. The resulting 601~172--207~ nucleosomal arrays can form chromatin fibers without linker histones ([@B31],[@B32]). Chromatin reconstitution was conducted on linearized DNA at different mass ratios of donor chromatin DNA to plasmid DNA by transfer of histone octamers from donor --H1 chromatin using dialysis from 1 M NaCl ([@B18]). Nucleosomes are formed predominantly on the high-affinity NPS\'s, but not on the enhancer and/or promoter sequences (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The extent of nucleosome saturations was determined by quantitation of radioactivity in the combined NFR cuts versus the radioactivity in completely cut DNA. Only less than 7% of templates contained one missing nucleosome. Saturated chromatin arrays (containing 4, 7 or 10 nucleosomes) and chromatin arrays missing a single nucleosome in random positions (10-RN, 7-RN, 4-RN) were obtained (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Analysis of nucleosome occupancy of 601 arrays having different nucleosome repeat lengths. (**A**) Schematic diagram of 13-nucleosome arrays having 172-, 177- and 207-bp nucleosomal repeat lengths (NRL). (**B**) Experimental approach: a restriction enzyme sensitivity assay. 601~207×13~, nucleosomal arrays were assembled on linearized plasmids at different ratios of histones to DNA and incubated in the presence of an excess of restriction enzyme *Alu*I (see Materials and Methods). Purified DNA was subjected to primer extension followed by denaturing PAGE. (**C**) Saturated 13-nucleosomal arrays (207-, 177- and 172-bp NRL) were characterized using the restriction digestion sensitivity assay. Analysis of end-labeled DNA by denaturing PAGE (right). Note that chromatin assembly results in almost quantitative protection of the templates from AluI. M: MspI digest of plasmid pBR322 (left).](gkw1240fig1){#F1}

![Analysis of nucleosome occupancy of 601~177~ arrays. (**A**) Schematic diagram of the arrays containing 10, 7 or 4 nucleosome-positioning sequences. (**B**) Saturated nucleosomal arrays (10, 7, 4) and arrays missing a single nucleosome in random positions (10-1RN, 7-RN, 4-RN) were characterized using the restriction digestion sensitivity assay described in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Analysis of end-labeled DNA by denaturing PAGE (right).](gkw1240fig2){#F2}

Using these nucleosomal arrays and the transcriptional assay, the rate of enhancer--promoter communication (EPC) was quantitatively measured as described by ([@B16],[@B18]). The overall experimental approach for the transcriptional analysis of EPC in chromatin is outlined in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. A template containing the NtrC-dependent enhancer, which strongly activates the *Escherichia coli* glnAp2 promoter, was used ([@B18]). The enhancer is activated by the NtrC protein complex, which is phosphorylated by the NtrB protein kinase ([@B33]). When phosphorylated, enhancer-bound NtrC interacts with the σ^54^-containing RNA polymerase holoenzyme and stimulates conversion of the inactive, closed complex to the open, functionally active initiation complex ([@B34],[@B35]). During this direct enhancer--promoter interaction, the intervening DNA is transiently bent or looped out ([@B36]). Loop formation is a rate-limiting step in this process, as was shown previously ([@B37],[@B38]). These experiments were conducted under assumption that the efficiency of transcription is proportional to the probability of looping, suggested by our previous experiments ([@B38]). The addition of labeled rNTPs with heparin allows for transcript synthesis, allows only a single round of transcription, and eliminates the nucleosomal barrier to transcribing RNA polymerase (RNAP). The amounts of transcript accumulated soon after the addition of NTPs are directly proportional to the rate of EPC; therefore the rate of EPC can be quantitatively measured using this approach ([@B37]). The rates of EPC in chromatin arrays were normalized to the rate of EPC on linear, histone-free DNA.

![Increase in the length of the internucleosomal linker DNA results in more efficient EPC in chromatin. (**A**) Experimental approach for analysis of the rate of EPC in chromatin. Closed initiation complexes of RNA polymerase formed on the promoter (RP~C~) were converted to the open initiation complexes (RP~O~) after addition of ATP for a limited time period, followed by addition of NTPs and heparin to limit transcription to a single round and to remove the nucleosomal barrier to transcription. The efficiency of transcription is directly proportional to the rate of EPC ([@B16]). (**B**) Transcription of 13-nucleosome arrays with 207-, 177- and 172-bp NRL. Analysis of labeled transcripts by denaturing PAGE. The rates of transcription activation (units on the left of the plot) were measured as described in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. (**C**) Quantitative analysis of the 176-nt transcripts (gray bars) shown in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars indicate standard deviations based on four independent measurements using two different reconstitutes (see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the results of *t*-test). Computational likelihood of long-range enhancer--promoter contacts (normalized to the values for histone-free DNA) are shown on the same plot. The contact probabilities (units on the right of the plot) correspond to the ratios of the computed probabilities that nucleosome-saturated and nucleosome-free DNA constructs of the specified composition adopt configurations that bring transcriptional proteins on the enhancer and promoter into close contact.](gkw1240fig3){#F3}

Increase of the length of internucleosomal linker DNA results in more efficient EPC in chromatin {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nucleosome spacing affects chromatin structure and dynamics ([@B39]) and is expected to affect the efficiency of chromatin looping and the rate of EPC. Our previous studies were conducted on arrays with a 177-bp nucleosomal repeat length (NRL): these arrays are well characterized ([@B16]), but are not typical in higher eukaryotes where the nucleosomal repeat is longer (185--205 bp) ([@B40]). In particular, active chromatin in mammalian cells is characterized by ∼200-bp NRL values. To evaluate the effect of DNA linker length on the rate of EPC in chromatin experimentally, templates having 207, 177 and 172 bp NRLs were constructed (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Saturated chromatin arrays were assembled (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and the rate of EPC was measured using the transcription assay (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Increasing the DNA linker length from 25 to 30 to 60 bp results in progressively increasing rates of EPC (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Although some of this effect could be rationalized by increased chromatin flexibility stemming from the presence of longer DNA linkers, the difference in the rates of communication between arrays with 172- and 177-bp spacing likely reflects very different chromatin structures ([@B21],[@B41]). The correspondence between the experimentally obtained EPC rates and the predicted enhancement of NtrC-RNA polymerase contacts on simulated chromatin fibers (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) lends support to this idea.

The computations reveal significant shortening of the distances between the ends of simulated 13-nucleosome arrays with 172-bp versus 177-bp repeats (∼40% closer on average; [Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the former construct is stiffened with respect to the latter in terms of the narrower range of end-to-end distances and is thus less capable of bringing transcriptional elements outside of the nucleosome-decorated fragment into direct contact. The differences in chain extension and deformability reflect the large-scale differences in average fiber structure associated with the change in spacing ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 5-bp increment in DNA linker length, roughly half the double-helical repeat, reorients the nucleosomes with respect to one another and with respect to the fiber axis. By contrast, the addition of a full helical turn to the DNA linkers introduces a modest enhancement in simulated chain deformations and little, if any, change in average nucleosome orientation. As reported previously ([@B21]), the interactions and effective stiffness of modeled arrays of regularly spaced nucleosomes exhibit an overall decreasing oscillatory pattern with linker length, with the oscillations spanning a period roughly equal to the DNA helical repeat. The cylindrical axes of the nucleosomes along the 172-bp construct run roughly perpendicular to the axis of the simulated fiber and those along the 177-bp construct in nearly the same direction as the fiber axis. In other words, the upper and lower faces of the nucleosomes in the former system are analogous to the risers and those in the latter system to the treads of a staircase. Furthermore, the face-to-face packing of nucleosomes in the two systems gives rise to different modes of global organization. The stacks of nucleosomes along the 'average' 172-bp fiber describe two helical pathways and those along the 'average' 177-bp fiber three (color-coded in [Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), so-called two-start and three-start models (double and triple helical pathways) of nucleosome packing ([@B42],[@B43]). Although the structural regularity is distorted in individual configurations (thin curves in [Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the large-scale differences in chain compaction and nucleosome packaging persist. The differences in nucleosome packaging underlie the simulated differences in long-range communication. The denser packing of nucleosomes in the 172-bp fiber limits the deformations of DNA compared to those in the more extended 177-bp construct. The added stiffness in the DNA, in turn, limits the deviations of the fiber as a whole from its 'average' global structure and makes it more difficult for proteins on the enhancer and promoter sites to come into direct contact (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The increase in nucleosome spacing from 177 to 207 bp has a much lesser effect on chain extension. The wider range of accessible structures broadens the distribution of end-to-end distances ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and allows for greater frequency of communication between proteins at the enhancer and promoter sites. The simulated 207-bp construct, only ∼5% longer on average than its 177-bp counterpart, samples a broad range of spatial configurations. Individual configurations deviate widely from the average fiber structure, a three-start, triple helical pathway roughly twice the diameter of the average 177-bp fiber structure ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Our combined data point to the importance of DNA linker length in supporting efficient distant EPC in chromatin. The data indicate that both the structure of the chromatin fiber and its flexibility are essential for efficient long-range communication in chromatin.

Single, randomly positioned nucleosome-free gaps facilitate EPC on nucleosome arrays having more than 7 nucleosomes {#SEC3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chromatin fibers have irregular nucleosome positioning and nucleosome-depleted regions *in vivo*. How nucleosome-free regions affect chromatin dynamics and EPC is unknown. Previously we showed that formation of saturated chromatin arrays results in a decrease of the rate of EPC ([@B16]). Our experimental system allows for the assembly of chromatin arrays having different numbers of nucleosomes precisely positioned between the enhancer and promoter. Using different ratios of donor chromatin to DNA during chromatin assembly makes it possible to construct chromatin fibers either containing saturated nucleosomal arrays with a specified NRL or having nucleosome-free DNA regions at some positioning sites. Taking advantage of this approach, we prepared saturated chromatin arrays and arrays having a single, randomly positioned nucleosome-free gap (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of the nucleosome-free gap on EPC was analyzed using 601~177×N~ arrays, where N is the number of nucleosomes in a saturated array (4, 7 or 10 Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), in combination with the transcription assay (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The effects of chromatin assembly on the rates of EPC in the different chromatin arrays missing one nucleosome were comparable: the rates were ∼11--12 times higher than the rates on corresponding histone-free DNA (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). At the same time, the assembly of saturated nucleosomal arrays revealed more variable effects of the gaps on the rates of EPC. In particular, the nucleosome-free gap had a negative effect on EPC in the 601~177×4~/601~177×7~ arrays and a positive effect in the 601~177×10~ array (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The data suggest that the type of effect that a gap has on the rate of EPC depends upon the number of nucleosomes in the array. Therefore we considered the question: what is the maximal number of nucleosomes in an array that leads to inhibition of EPC by nucleosome-free regions? The presence of the gap leads to an increase in the rate of EPC on an 8-nucleosome array (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that a 7-mer array is the longest array of nucleosomes spaced at 177-bp increments supporting a rate of EPC lower than in the absence of nucleosome-free gaps. Thus the effect of randomly localized nucleosome-free gaps present in the chromatin fiber on the rate of EPC depends on the number of nucleosomes in the array: the presence of gaps results in a decrease of the rates of EPC on shorter (≤7 nucleosomes) and an increase on longer (≥8 nucleosomes) arrays.

![Single, randomly positioned nucleosome-free gaps strongly affect EPC on 601~177~ arrays. (**A**) Transcription of saturated 601~177×N~ nucleosomal arrays (*N* = 4, 7, 8 or 10 nucleosomes in the array) and the same arrays missing one nucleosome in random positions (-1RN). Analysis of labeled transcripts by denaturing PAGE. The rates of EPC were measured as described in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Removal of a single nucleosome from any position along the nucleosome arrays with more than seven nucleosomes leads to more efficient EPC. (**B**) Quantitative analysis of the specific transcripts shown in Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars indicate standard deviations based on four independent measurements using two different reconstitutes (see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the results of t-test).](gkw1240fig4){#F4}

We next studied the effect of nucleosome-free gaps on EPC in 601~207×13~ arrays with nucleosome spacing characteristic of higher eukaryotes and either saturated or missing a single nucleosome (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Templates lacking a single nucleosome in the middle of the 601~207×13~ array (601~207×(13-1CN)~) or missing a single nucleosome in a random position (601~207×(13-1RN)~) were obtained (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The central high-affinity 601 nucleosome-positioning sequence in the 601~207×(13-1CN)~ template was replaced by a DNA sequence (a fragment of the lambda bacteriophage genome) having low affinity to histones. Therefore, after reconstitution in the presence of an excess of competitor DNA nucleosomes did not form there. The absence of the central nucleosome in the 601~207×(13-1CN)~ array was confirmed by the nearly full sensitivity of a unique *Cac*AI site on the substituted sequence to restriction endonuclease digestion (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Characterization of nucleosomal arrays with different nucleosome occupancies. (**A**) Characterization of saturated 601~207×13~ nucleosomal arrays ([@B13]) and arrays missing a single nucleosome in random positions (13-1RN), a central nucleosome (13-1CN), or up to two nucleosomes (13-1RN-1CN). The templates were characterized using the restriction enzyme sensitivity assay (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of end-labeled DNA by denaturing PAGE (right). (**B**) The nucleosome-free region of the 13-1CN nucleosomal array is not protected by a nucleosome (left). Chromatin was digested with an excess of restriction enzyme *Cac*AI. DNA was purified, digested by enzyme *Eco*RI, and subjected to primer extension. Analysis of end-labeled DNA by denaturing PAGE (right).](gkw1240fig5){#F5}

The effect of a single nucleosome-free gap on EPC could depend on its position within an array of nucleosomes. Computational simulations predict small, nearly identical positive effects on enhancer-promoter interactions by a single nucleosome-free gap at different locations along a 601~207×13~ nucleosomal array, with a slightly higher stimulating effect of a nucleosome-free gap in the middle of the array (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, position \#7, 13-CN). Randomly positioned and centrally localized single nucleosome-free gaps increase the experimentally observed rate of EPC in chromatin to nearly the same extent (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) but with some enhancement for the gap in the center of the array (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of the gap increases the distance between chain ends (∼23% more on average in simulated constructs missing the central nucleosome; [Supplementary Figure S3A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and broadens the distribution of distances between chain ends. Although the gapped segment straightens on average, the added flexibility in the center of the construct makes it easier for proteins bound at the chain ends to come into direct contact (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the bending fluctuations of the gap site bring the regulatory proteins into closest contact when the gap is located in the middle of the chain. This behavior follows from the geometry of the system. The gapped chromatin arrays are analogous to a series of lines of constant total length broken in two at various points by a fixed bend. Like the gapped arrays, the distance between the ends of the broken lines is shortest when the bend lies at the midpoint. Thus, a fiber with a gap at one end more closely resembles the intact fiber than one with the gap in the middle. The computations, however, do not capture as much of the enhancement in long-range communication as found with the transcription assay.

![Single nucleosome-free gaps strongly facilitate EPC on the 13-nucleosome array. (**A**) Computationally determined likelihood of enhancer-promoter interactions (normalized to the corresponding values for histone-free DNA) on 601~207×13~ arrays having a single nucleosome-free gap at every possible position. The array with the gap in the center (13-CN) is predicted to have a greater stimulating effect than any other gapped site on the rate of long-range communication compared to that on the saturated array without nucleosome-free regions ([@B13]). (**B**) Schematic diagram of the saturated 601~207×13~ nucleosomal array and the 601~207×(13-1CN)~ array missing the central nucleosome. (**C**) Transcription of the fully saturated array ([@B13]) compared to arrays missing the central nucleosome (13-1CN) or one nucleosome in random positions (13-1R array). Analysis of labeled transcripts by denaturing PAGE. Removal of a single nucleosome from random positions in the array leads to more efficient EPC. The rates of EPC were measured as described in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. (**D**) Quantitative analysis of the specific transcripts shown in Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars indicate standard deviations based on four independent measurements using two different reconstitutes (see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the results of t-test).](gkw1240fig6){#F6}

These numerical discrepancies may be related to the sequence and length of DNA in the nucleosome-depleted gaps. Consideration of the sequence-dependent features of DNA has little effect on the simulated end-to-end properties of short chains ([@B44]), i.e. a few turns of double helix comparable in length to the DNA linkers in chromatin arrays with 172 and 177-bp nucleosome repeats. The differences become more pronounced with increase in chain length ([@B45]). DNA treated, as here, as an inextensible, naturally straight chain with bending and twisting properties that are independent of base sequence tends to be more extended and globally stiffer on average than a model that takes account of the small sequence-dependent differences in the spatial arrangements of successive base pairs found in high-resolution structures ([@B46]). The subtle differences between the two models build up with chain length and can have profound effects on the predicted configurations of chains of the length of a single nucleosome-depleted gap. For example, specific sequences may bend in preferred directions that could enhance long-range contacts. Alternatively, the computations may underestimate the interactions of proteins on either side of the gap site. The assumed strength of nucleosome--nucleosome interactions has a profound effect on the simulated configurations of dinucleosomes ([@B47]). Elucidation of a mechanism that could account for the current differences between the predicted and observed levels of EP interactions in nucleosome arrays bearing a nucleosome-free gap is beyond the scope of the present work.

Taken together, the observed and modeled data suggest that a single nucleosome-free gap may increase or decrease the rate of EPC in chromatin arrays depending upon the NRL. A single nucleosome-free gap present in the middle of a 13-mer nucleosome array has a slightly stronger, stimulating effect on EPC than the single gaps present in other locations along the array.

Presence of multiple nucleosome-free gaps decreases the rate of EPC {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

DNA is a less efficient communication device than chromatin ([@B19]). Although single nucleosome-free DNA regions facilitate EPC on longer (≥7 nucleosomes) arrays (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), the effect of multiple nucleosome-free gaps on EPC is likely to be less stimulatory. To evaluate this possibility, a 601~207×(13-1CN-1RN)~ chromatin array was assembled using the 601~207×(13-1CN)~ template under conditions when, in addition to the central nucleosome-free gap, other randomly positioned single nucleosome-free gaps were introduced (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). As a result, two nucleosome-free gaps were present on nearly every array in the mix: one in the central position and one in a different, randomly chosen position within the array. EPC on the array missing up to two nucleosomes was 1.6 times less efficient than on the array missing one nucleosome (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and ∼30% less efficient than on the saturated array (compare with Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![The presence of multiple nucleosome-free gaps decreases the rate of EPC. (**A**) Transcription of the (13-1R) and (13-1R-1C) nucleosomal arrays. Analysis of labeled transcripts by denaturing PAGE. Whereas the omission of one nucleosome in the 601~207×13~ array increases the efficiency of EPC, two missing nucleosomes decrease EPC. The rates of EPC were measured as described in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) Quantitative analysis of the specific transcripts shown in Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars indicate standard deviations based on four independent measurements using two different reconstitutes (see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the results of t-test).](gkw1240fig7){#F7}

Taken together, the data show that single nucleosome-free gaps facilitate EPC on arrays containing more than seven nucleosomes. Consistently, the presence of additional nucleosome-free gap(s) on the longer arrays impairs EPC, indicating that when the density of nucleosome-free regions in an array is higher than one gap per seven nucleosomes, the gaps become inhibitory for EPC.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

This work makes use of an *in vitro* experimental system that provides quantitative information on *in-cis*, enhancer--promoter communication (EPC) under physiologically relevant conditions ([@B18]) and a mesoscale model of chromatin that relates the effects of nucleosomal fine structure and linker DNA on long-range polymeric interactions ([@B48]). Nucleosome arrays with different spacings and different levels of saturation were assembled (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Using this system we have shown that: (i) increasing internucleosomal DNA linker length from 25 to 60 bp leads to more efficient EPC (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) while modulating the overall structure and flexibility of the nucleosome arrays ([Supplementary Figures S2, S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); (ii) nucleosome-free gaps are essential for efficient EPC on nucleosomal arrays with 177-bp internucleosomal spacing and more than seven nucleosomes, but inhibit EPC on shorter nucleosomal arrays with the same spacing (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}); (iii) single nucleosome-free gaps in different random positions within 13-mer nucleosomal arrays with longer spacing have positive effects on EPC (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}); (iv) removal of a second nucleosome in random positions further decreases the rate of EPC on some of these arrays (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, nucleosome-free gaps present within chromatin between an enhancer and a promoter can strongly affect the rate of EPC and thus could potentially participate in the regulation of gene expression.

Our previous work established that chromatin *per se* is an efficient device supporting high EPC rates ([@B19]). In contrast to EPC on linear, histone-free DNA, the rate of EPC in chromatin is nearly independent of distance over the range from ∼700 to 5000 bp ([@B16]); in the same experimental system histone-free DNA does not support EPC over distances more than ∼1 kb ([@B16],[@B49]). The high rate of EPC on chromatin arrays is a consequence of the compact, yet dynamic structure of chromatin formed through internucleosomal interactions involving the histone tails ([@B16]).

Our current data show that both the length of the internucleosomal DNA linkers and the presence of single nucleosome-free gaps can influence the rate of long-distance EPC on nucleosome arrays. These histone-free DNA regions may serve as points of higher mobility on the chromatin fiber that facilitate EPC. At the same time single nucleosome-free gaps can increase or decrease the rate of EPC in chromatin arrays depending upon the number and spacing of nucleosomes. Furthermore, the introduction of a second nucleosome-free gap on 601~207×13~ arrays impairs the rate of EPC, possibly by decreasing the likelihood of forming configurations of the chromatin fiber that support efficient EPC. Taken together, the data suggest that the density of nucleosome-free gaps in native chromatin (∼one gap per 8--12 nucleosomes ([@B50])) is important for efficient EPC.

Chromatin fibers *in vivo* do not have regular structures and consist of regions with irregular nucleosome spacing and nucleosome-free gaps. Nucleosome-free gaps are highly enriched in active chromatin, particularly in DNA regions that support transcription factor binding ([@B51],[@B52]). The presence of nucleosome-free gaps facilitates formation of more dynamic chromatin ([@B11]), making the fiber more flexible and potentially a better device to support efficient EPC. Overall, nucleosome-free gaps could play differential roles in EPC and thus could affect the level of gene expression both positively and negatively. Furthermore, chromatin in living cells is associated with linker histones and non-histone proteins ([@B53]) that may also affect long-range communication and thus merit investigation in future studies.
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